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Doctors are just the same as lawyers; the only difference
is that lawyers merely rob you, whereas doctors rob you
and kill you too.
~ Anton Chekhov

 

Germ theory was the downfall of modern medicine, and most all
of any honest approach to health was lost, while prevention,
natural remedies, and the wonder of the human immune system
were forgotten in favor of money, prescription drugs, deadly
‘vaccination,’  and  unnecessary  surgery.  Doctors  became  the
tools  of  the  corporate  medical  system,  the  pharmaceutical
industry, and the hospital industrial complex. As time passed,
this situation only worsened, and now this fraudulent ‘Covid’
pandemic  scare  has  led  to  doctors  and  hospitals  becoming
voluntary paid assassins of the state, whether knowingly or
not.

Regardless of circumstance, it has become extremely dangerous
to  go  to  or  be  admitted  to  any  hospital,  especially  if
symptoms expressed are considered ‘Covid’ related, such as
cold, flu, pneumonia, or any respiratory ailments. Going to a
hospital under these circumstances is life-threatening, and
not due to sickness, but to ‘medical’ protocols meant to harm,
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not  heal.  In  fact,  these  protocols  in  many  if  not  most
hospital  settings,  especially  for  any  considered  elderly,
which now means anyone over 50, are meant to kill the patient,
which should be considered an act of murder.

This is a time when any good doctors and medical personnel
left could and should be exposing this heinous fraud and evil
intent by the so-called medical system, but those willing to
tell the truth are few and far between, and in many cases,
those actually doing so are threatened or silenced, and any
risk  of  job  loss  seems  to  take  total  priority  over  all
decisions made. Consider the implications of this situation;
as it indicates that doctors and hospitals are beholding only
to their employers or to the system that feeds them, not to
the Hypocritic Oath or any desire whatsoever to help those in
need. In other words, money power, and control are now the
underlying aspects of the health and medical system’s core
structure; the good of the patient be damned. Consider the use
of remdesivir as treatment for what is falsely referred to as
‘Covid?’ As I wrote some time ago:

“Consider the fact that remdesivir, an experimental drug, was
fast-tracked as the “standard of care” for ‘Covid’ early on
by  Anthony  Fauci,  and  was  originally  the  only  approved
‘Covid” treatment for American hospitals, even though this
drug does not work against anything, and causes many adverse
reactions, body organ failure, and a high incidence of death.
“Remdesivir was one of four drugs in a clinical trial for
Ebola in 2018, and was dropped from the study before it was
over, after a safety review revealed that it had the highest
death rate of the drugs being tested.” One of only two
studies cited by Fauci for the recommended use of this toxic
drug was the Ebola Trial in 2018, and in that trial, the
manufacturer, Gilead Sciences, only tested 53 patients for
just 28 days. Gilead had close ties, monetary interests, and
partnership  with  the  CDC  and  the  National  Institute  of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), headed up by Fauci.”

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03719586


“Fauci knew of the deadly nature of the poisonous remdesivir
at least as early as 2018, but chose to use this dangerous
drug with fast-track FDA approval in October of 2020 as the
“standard of care,” and the primary treatment in all U.S.
hospitals for all “Covid” patients. That means that American
patients across this country were not treated, but murdered.”

This drug is still in use in hospitals today, authorized by
Fauci, alleged ‘health’ organizations, hospitals, and doctors
across the country.

Consider the use of ventilators for all those very ill due to
flu-like symptoms who were isolated in hospitals and nursing
homes nationwide, especially those in New York and other high
population  centers?  Death  occurred  for  most  all  of  those
patients, so how could the doctors not have understood that
killing  all  the  patients  by  very  invasive  and  dangerous
ventilator use was not a way to help or save them? If 76% to
97% of all patients treated in this manner died, how could any
doctor or hospital not only question, but stop this madness to
find out why extreme death rates were the result?

Now, rationing of care based on age, mental condition, and
considered use to society or the greater good, a communistic
approach, have become the norm. How can this be supported by
any claiming to be doctors or ‘health’ administrators, when
the main purpose of care is supposed to be about helping all
patients?  The  incentives  that  drive  this  insanity  are
certainly tied to money and financial gain to those going
along with this slaughter of innocents, but other nefarious
factors are also evident. The elimination of the old and those
approaching  retirement  is  of  major  concern  to  the  ruling
class, so killing off this unwanted part of society as the
state sees it, is a plus. The funds stolen in the process are
redirected  into  the  pockets  of  government  and  the  rich
benefactors  of  government  policy.  The  ruling  sector,  the
corporate whores, almost the entirety of the medical system,



and  others  benefit  from  the  murder  of  certain  groups  of
people, so the killing continues unabated.

In the midst of all this evil behavior, and in the middle of
what  is  falsely  labeled  a  ‘pandemic’,  a  time  when  immune
system destruction and extreme stress due only to government
mandates that isolate individuals and families, destroy any
financial security for the masses, and control of most aspects
of life are present, a poisonous and deadly ‘vaccine’ protocol
has  been  heavily  marketed,  mandated  in  very  many
circumstances, and pushed on the public as the only way to
survive what is obviously a completely fake and purposely
manufactured ‘crisis.’ While doctors and hospitals continue to
rake in millions upon millions of dollars due to this fraud,
and  do  so  willingly,  the  torture  of  many,  financial
destruction, and death continues among the general population;
not due to any bogus ‘virus,’ but to a planned outcome due to
a plot to control all, long considered and sought by the
state, its controllers, the pharmaceutical industry criminals,
the health and medical complex, and all the corporate and
government  support  systems,  including  the  ludicrous  and
despicable sector called enforcement.

The doctors and hospitals must not be allowed to willingly
continue to maim and kill those it is charged with helping.
They must be stopped from ignoring every aspect of proper care
for their patients in order to gain more wealth, or retain
their positions only by contradicting every medical ethical
standard ever set by sane and caring individuals. There is no
excuse  for  this  behavior,  and  every  single  person  in  the
‘health’ and medical profession that consciously accepts and
goes along with this practice of harm and deceit should face
prosecution. Nothing less will be of value to society.

The next target of this murderous nation-state and all its
partners are the children; all the children. The injection of
toxic and deadly poisons in children from infancy to adult is
not only desired, but already underway in some areas, with a



goal of ‘vaccinating’ every child in this country over the
next year and after. If this is allowed to go forward by the
sheep in this country, what future is possible for this and
any upcoming generations? Freedom cannot be won or exist in
any system that has taken control of the young through gene-
altering,  immune  system  destructive  protocols,  and
experimental control technology, administered by state mandate
in  order  to  either,  maim,  kill,  or  control  the  bulk  of
society.

In order for this plot against mankind to go forward, the
people  have  to  voluntarily  submit  to  the  state’s  agenda.
Without this voluntary submission, the state will fail, but
with continued compliance and strict obedience by the masses,
nothing of what has been known in the past as a normal life in
a somewhat free country will remain. All that can be expected
in  any  passive,  indifferent,  and  docile  society  of  a
collective mass of ignorance, is a life in a technocratic
matrix of total control and dependence on the evil few. This
is our future if mass resistance is not forthcoming!

“Vaccination is a barbarous practice and one of the most
fatal  of  all  the  delusions  current  in  our  time.
Conscientious
objectors to vaccination should stand alone, if need be,
against the whole world, in defense of their conviction.”
~ Mahatma Gandhi
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